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Septins are a conserved family of eukaryotic GTP-binding, filament-forming proteins. In Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, five septins (Cdc3p, Cdc10p, Cdc11p, Cdc12p, and Shs1p) form a complex and colocalize to the
incipient bud site and as a collar of filaments at the neck of budded cells. Septins serve as a scaffold to localize
septin-associated proteins involved in diverse processes and as a barrier to diffusion of membrane-associated
proteins. Little is known about the role of nucleotide binding in septin function. Here, we show that Cdc3p,
Cdc10p, Cdc11p, and Cdc12p all bind GTP and that P-loop and G4 motif mutations affect nucleotide binding
and result in temperature-sensitive defects in septin localization and function. Two-hybrid, in vitro, and in vivo
analyses show that for all four septins nucleotide binding is important in septin-septin interactions and
complex formation. In the absence of complete complexes, septins do not localize to the cortex, suggesting
septin localization factors interact only with complete complexes. When both complete and partial complexes
are present, septins localize to the cortex but do not form a collar, perhaps because of an inability to form
filaments. We find no evidence that nucleotide binding is specifically involved in the interaction of septins with
septin-associated proteins.
Septins are a family of eukaryotic cytoskeletal proteins that
assemble into hetero-oligomeric complexes and filaments (re-
viewed in references 27, 32, 44, 48, 54, 55, and 72). Septins
were originally identified by temperature-sensitive lethal mu-
tations in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae CDC3, CDC10, CDC11,
and CDC12 cell division cycle (CDC) genes that resulted in
elongated buds and an inability to undergo cytokinesis at re-
strictive temperature (36). In S. cerevisiae, septins are also
involved in secretion, bud site selection, chitin deposition, re-
sponse to mating pheromone, and in cell cycle checkpoints that
respond to defects in morphogenesis, spindle orientation, and
DNA damage (25, 71; reviewed in reference 55). In higher
eukaryotes, septins are involved in cytokinesis, secretion, and
the response to DNA damage and are functionally and phys-
ically interconnected with the actin and tubulin cytoskeletons.
Septin defects have been implicated in several diseases, includ-
ing infertility, Parkinson’s disease, cancer, and others (29, 39,
51, 52; reviewed in references 27, 48, and 72).
During mitotic growth, S. cerevisiae expresses five septins:
Cdc3p, Cdc10p, Cdc11p, Cdc12p, and Shs1p. Cdc3p, Cdc10p,
Cdc11p, and Cdc12p are required for normal viability and are
codependent for localization to the mother-bud neck, and the
lack of any one of these septins inhibits or prevents the for-
mation of septin filaments (22, 74). Shs1p is not essential for
viability, the localization of the other septins, or for the for-
mation of robust filaments and may have a specific role in
localizing a subset of proteins of the actomyosin contractile
ring (40, 74). About 10 min prior to bud emergence, the
Cdc42p small GTPase directs septins to the cell cortex at the
presumptive bud site by a pathway that involves direct inter-
actions of septins with Gic1p and Gic2p, a related pair of
Cdc42p effector proteins, and by a redundant, poorly charac-
terized pathway (41, 45). The septins then assemble into a
cortical ring and expand during bud emergence to form a
cortical collar at the mother-bud neck composed of filaments
that are oriented along the long axis of the cell (77). Cdc42p-
GTP appears sufficient for localization of septins to the cortex,
but Cdc42p-GTP hydrolysis may be required for release of
septins from cortical localization factors or the assembly of
septin filaments (11, 26). Upon activation of the mitotic exit
network, the septin collar reorganizes into two rings with a
coincident (and remarkable) 90° reorientation of the filaments
(77). Actomyosin ring contraction and septum formation occur
between the divided rings. Changes in septin organization are
correlated with changes in dynamics: septins in rings in unbud-
ded cells and following collar splitting are highly dynamic,
undergoing rapid subunit exchange, while subunit exchange is
slow in the septin collar (55), presumably because these septins
are organized into higher-order structures.
Cortical septins at the mother-bud neck have multiple func-
tions, including serving as a scaffold for the recruitment of
septin-associated proteins to the neck, providing spatial and
temporal regulation to their site of function (reviewed in ref-
erences 28 and 55). Interactions with septins may also regulate
the activity of septin-associated proteins (5, 33, 43, 50). The
septin collar acts as a barrier to the movement of membrane-
associated proteins involved in cell cycle progression and po-
larized growth (55). Late in the cell cycle, the divided septin
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rings are required for the retention to the mother-bud neck of
cortical proteins involved in cytokinesis and septum formation
(17).
Septins have a variable-length N-terminal region that typi-
cally contains a polybasic motif that may be involved in phos-
pholipid binding and a C-terminal region that typically con-
tains a predicted coiled-coil (reviewed in reference 63). The
central G domain contains P-loop, G3, and G4 motifs that are
present in many proteins that bind guanine nucleotides (63,
70). The recent solution of the structure of mammalian Sept2,
Sept6, and Sept7 complexes bound to nucleotide revealed the
septin G domain consists of six -strands and five -helices
that are colinear with analogous regions of secondary structure
in small GTPases, such as Ras, and that the septin G domain
folds into a tertiary structure similar to that of canonical
GTPases with the P-loop, G3, and G4 motifs positioned around
the nucleotide. Septins also contain several unique -helices and
-strands, and septins assemble into hetero-oligomeric complexes
by interactions of the G domains and septin-unique structures.
Linear asymmetric subcomplexes containing one of each type of
septin associate head-to-head, forming an apolar core complex
with two of each septin. Tail-to-tail associations result in apolar
filaments, with filament pairing and bundling apparently medi-
ated by interactions between the coiled-coil regions extending
from the filament (42, 70). However, despite their conservation,
the roles of complexes and filaments in septin function are not
understood.
Septin complexes copurify with stoichiometric amounts of
guanine nucleotides, typically with an 2.1:2.4 ratio of GTP:
GDP, and many septins bind and hydrolyze GTP in vitro.
However, as not all septins are able to detectably bind GTP
after individual expression in Escherichia coli (75), it is possible
that nucleotide binding is not a universal property of septins.
A major outstanding issue is the role of nucleotide binding
and hydrolysis in septin function. One model is that septins
undergo multiple rounds of GTP binding and hydrolysis and
that the changes in the status of the bound nucleotide regulate
the assembly or disassembly of filaments, as occurs with -tu-
bulin, or the assembly and disassembly of septin complexes.
This seems unlikely, as yeast septins bind and hydrolyze only a
single nucleotide per protein lifetime (76), both GDP- and
GTP-bound septins assemble into complexes and filaments,
and the exogenous addition of GTP to hetero-oligomeric sep-
tin complexes does not enhance filament assembly (21, 49, 69,
70, 76). Another model is that GTP binding or hydrolysis may
regulate interactions of septins with septin-associated proteins,
thereby regulating their function, as has been suggested for
septins interacting with the syntaxin SNARE and the GLAST
glutamate transporter (6, 50). However, that septin function is
regulated in this manner in vivo has not been demonstrated. A
third model is that nucleotide binding by septins may have a
structural role, similar to that of nucleotide binding by -tu-
bulin. Finally, a recent study suggested that nucleotide binding
has a specific role in the assembly of complexes into filaments
(75).
In this study, we have investigated the role of nucleotide
binding in the function of Cdc3p, Cdc10p, Cdc11p, and
Cdc12p. We conclude that all four septins bind guanine nucle-
otides and that nucleotide binding is important in septin-septin
interactions and septin complex formation. Septin localization
is perturbed in mutants with altered complexes, indicating a
requirement for complexes in septin localization. Our results
do not support a model in which septin nucleotide binding has
a specific role in regulating the localization or function of
septin-associated proteins.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Yeast strains, media, and genetic and DNA methods. The S. cerevisiae strains
used in this study and their construction are described in Table 1. Standard
media and molecular biological and genetic methods were used and were de-
scribed previously (3, 31). Hydroxyurea and -factor arrest and release were
done as described elsewhere (31).
Plasmids. Most plasmids used in this study are listed in Table S1 of the
supplemental material; others are described where appropriate below. Oligonu-
cleotide primers used for PCR (see Table S2 in the supplemental material) were
purchased from IDT (Coralville, IA), and PCRs were carried out using Expand
DNA polymerase (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) as specified by the manufacturer.
Plasmids YEp24/CDC10 and pMS76 were described previously (18, 67). An
4.2-kb SalI-EcoRI fragment from YEp102(CDC3)2 (47) was subcloned into
SalI/EcoRI-digested pALTER (Promega, Madison, WI), yielding pALTER/
CDC3. pALTER/CDC3 was digested with SalI followed by partial digestion with
XhoI and religation, yielding pALTER/CDC3XhoI, which contains CDC3 with
940 bp of 5-flanking DNA. YCp111/CDC3 was generated by cloning an 3.9-kb
EcoRI-PstI fragment from pALTER/CDC3XhoI into EcoRI/PstI-digested
YCplac111. YCp111/cdc3G129V, YCp111/cdc3K132T, YCp111/cdc3K132E,
YCp111/cdc3T133N, and YCp111/cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N were generated
by in vivo recombination of XhoI-digested YCp111/CDC3 with PCR products
generated from pRSCDC3 as the template and primer pairs ML388 and ML473,
ML434 and ML473, ML389 and ML473, ML390 and ML473, and ML473 and
ML474, respectively. YCp111/cdc10G42V and YCp111/cdc10K45T were gener-
ated by in vivo recombination of BamHI-digested YCp111/CDC10 with PCR
products generated from YEp24/CDC10 as the template and primer pairs
ML448/ML615 and ML448/ML651, respectively. YCp111/CDC11 was generated
by subcloning an 4-kb PstI-SalI fragment carrying CDC11 from plasmid
YEPC5#12 (kindly provided by John R. Pringle) into PstI/SalI-digested YCpl
ac111. YCp111/cdc11G32V, YCp111/cdc11R35T, YCp111/cdc11R35E, YCp111/
cdc11S36N, and YCp111/cdc11G32V, R35E, S36N were generated by in vivo
recombination of StuI-digested YCp111/CDC11 with PCR products generated
from pRSCDC11 as the template and primer pairs ML393/ML396, ML377/
ML396, ML396/ML429, ML396/ML430, and ML396/ML556, respectively.
YCp111/cdc11G29D and YCp111/cdc11G32E were generated by in vivo recom-
bination of StuI-digested YCp111/CDC11 with PCR products generated by
primers ML396 and ML397 with genomic DNA templates isolated from strains
JPT9 (MATa cdc11-7; kindly provided by John R. Pringle) and JPT194-HO1 (1),
respectively. YIp211/CDC11, YIp211/cdc11G32V, YIp211/cdc11R35T, YIp211/
cdc11R35E, and YIp211/cdc11S36N were generated by cloning PstI-SalI
fragments from the cognate YCp111/cdc11 plasmids into PstI/SalI-digested
YIplac211 (24). YCp111/cdc11D89A, G92A and YCp111/cdc11K172A, D174A
were generated by in vivo recombination of HpaI-digested YCp111/CDC11 with
PCR products generated from YIp211/CDC11 as the template and primer pairs
ML687/ML691 and ML695/ML696, respectively. YCp111/cdc12G44V, YCp111/
cdc12K47T, YCp111/cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N, and YCp111/cdc12D98A,
G101A were generated by in vivo recombination of MluI-digested YCp111/
CDC12 with PCR products generated from YEp24(CDC12)N as the template
and primer pairs ML452/ML616, ML452/ML583, ML452/ML557, and ML949/
ML950, respectively.
Plasmids for expression by rabbit reticulocyte lysate coupled in vitro transcrip-
tion and translation (TnT) were generated as follows. pSP64TT1R1 was gener-
ated by in vivo recombination of AatII-digested pSP64T(XSBBSE) with the PCR
product generated from YRp7 as the template and primers ML639 and ML640.
pSP64TT1R1-6His was generated by in vivo recombination of BamHI-digested
pSP64TT1R1 with the PCR product generated by annealing and extension of
primers ML641 and ML642. pSP64T1R1-6His/CDC3 was generated by in vivo
recombination of XhoI-digested pSP64T1R1-6His with the PCR product gener-
ated from YCp111/CDC3 as the template and primers ML677 and ML678.
pSP64T1R1-6His/cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N was generated by in vivo recom-
bination of AccB7I-digested pSP64T1R1-6His/CDC3 from the PCR product
generated from YCp111/cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N as the template and prim-
ers ML392 and ML683. pSP64T(SXBBSE)/CDC10 was generated by PCR from
YCp111/CDC10 as the template and primers ML477 and ML478, followed by
digestion of the PCR product with XbaI and SacI and ligation into XbaI/SacI-
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TABLE 1. S. cerevisiae strains used in this study
Strain Relevant genotypea Source or reference
YEF473 MATa/ his3-200/his3-200 leu2-1/leu2-1 lys2-801/lys2-801 trp1-63/trp1-63
ura3-52/ura3-52
7
YEF473A MATa his3-200 leu2-1 lys2-801 trp1-63 ura3-52 56
YEF473B MAT his3-200 leu2-1 lys2-801 trp1-63 ura3-52 56
LSY365 MATa rsr1::HIS3 J. Pringle
LSY388 MATa/ rsr1::HIS3/rsr1::HIS3 66
HH615 MATa/ bud9-1::HIS3/bud9-1::HIS3 34
M-2772 MAT cla4::HIS3 YCp111/CDC3-GFP Transformant of YEF1343 11
M-3491 MATa YCp111/CDC12-YFP Transformant of YEF473A
M-3492 MATa YCp111/cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N-YFP Transformant of YEF473A
M-376 MATa/ cdc12::TRP1/CDC12 This studyb
M-377 MATa cdc12::TRP1 YEp24(CDC12)N This studyc
YNT107 MATa cdc12::TRP1 YCp111/CDC12 This studyd
M-2863 MATa cdc12::TRP1 YCp111/CDC12 and pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of YNT107
YNT233 MATa cdc12::TRP1 YCp111/cdc12G44V This studyd
M-2864 MATa cdc12::TRP1 YCp111/cdc12G44V and pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of YNT233
YNT109 MATa cdc12::TRP1 YCp111/cdc12K47T This studyd
M-2865 MATa cdc12::TRP1 YCp111/cdc12K47T and pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of YNT109
YNT131 MATa cdc12::TRP1 YCp111/cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N This studyd
M-2866 MATa cdc12::TRP1 YCp111/cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N and pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of YNT131
M-2840 MATa cdc12::TRP1 YCp111/cdc12D98A, G101A This studyd
M-2867 MATa cdc12::TRP1 YCp111/cdc12D98A, G101A and pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of M-2840
M-1726 MATa cdc12-6 This studye
M-2962 MATa cdc12-6 pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of M-1726
M-3489 MATa YCp111/CDC10-YFP Transformant of YEF473A
M-3490 MATa YCp111/cdc10K45T-YFP Transformant of YEF473A
DD185 MATa/ cdc10::HIS3/CDC10 15
M-611 MATa cdc10::HIS3 YEp24/CDC10 This studyf
YNT89 MATa cdc10::HIS3 YCp111 This studyg
M-2894 MATa cdc10::HIS3 YCp111 and pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of YNT89
YNT91 MATa cdc10::HIS3 YCp111/CDC10 This studyg
M-2855 MATa cdc10::HIS3 YCp111/CDC10 and pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of YNT91
YNT225 MATa cdc10::HIS3 YCp111/cdc10G42V This studyg
M-2856 MATa cdc10::HIS3 YCp111/cdc10G42V and pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of YNT225
YNT93 MATa cdc10::HIS3 YCp111/cdc10K45T This studyg
M-2857 MATa cdc10::HIS3 YCp111/cdc10K45T and pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of YNT93
M-3487 MATa YCp111/CDC3-YFP Transformant of YEF473A
M-3488 MATa YCp111/cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N-YFP Transformant of YEF473A
M-379 MATa/ cdc3::TRP1/CDC3 This studyb
M-381 MATa cdc3::TRP1 pRSCDC3 This studyh
M-438 MATa cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/CDC3 This studyi
M-2922 MATa cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/CDC3 and pMS76 Transformant of M-381
M-2914 MATa cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/cdc3G129V This studyi
M-2923 MATa cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/cdc3G129V and pMS76 Transformant of M-2914
M-2915 MATa cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/cdc3K132T This studyi
M-2924 MATa cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/cdc3K132T and pMS76 Transformant of M-2915
M-2916 MATa cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/cdc3K132E This studyi
M-2925 MATa cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/cdc3K132E and pMS76 Transformant of M-2916
M-2917 MATa cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/cdc3T133N This studyi
M-2926 MATa cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/cdc3T133N and pMS76 Transformant of M-2917
M-2918 MATa cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N This studyi
M-2927 MATa cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N and pMS76 Transformant of M-2918
M-3474 MATa/ cdc3::TRP1/cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N This studyj
M-3344 MATa/ YCp111/CDC11-YFP Transformant of YEF473
M-3352 MATa/ YCp111/cdc11K172A, D174A-YFP Transformant of YEF473
M-2036 MATa/ cdc11::TRP1/CDC11 This studyb
M-2283 MATa/ cdc11::TRP1/CDC11 ura3:URA3:CDC11/ura3 Transformant of M-2036
M-2332 MATa cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:CDC11 Segregant from M-2283
M-2333 MAT cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:CDC11 Segregant from M-2283
M-2334 MATa/ cdc11::TRP1/cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:CDC11/ura3:URA3:CDC11 M-2332 	 M-2333
M-2437 MATa cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:CDC11 YCp111/CDC3-GFP Transformant of M-2332
M-2297 MATa cdc11G32E This studyk
M-2298 MAT cdc11G32E This studyk
M-2344 MATa/ cdc11G32E/cdc11G32E M-2297 	 M-2298
M-2452 MATa cdc11G32E YCp111/CDC3-GFP Transformant of M-2297
M-3172 MATa cdc11G32E pMS76 Transformant of M-2297
M-3174 MATa cdc11G32E cdc3::TRP1 YCp111/cdc3K132T and pMS76 This studyl
M-2042 MATa/ cdc11::TRP1/CDC11 ura3:URA3:cdc11G32V/ura3 Transformant of M-2036
M-2323 MATa cdc11::TRP ura3:URA3:cdc11G32V Segregant from M-2042
M-2324 MAT cdc11::TRP ura3:URA3:cdc11G32V Segregant from M-2042
M-2325 MATa/ cdc11::TRP1/cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:cdc11G32V/ura3:URA3:cdc11G32V M-2323 	 M-2324
M-2440 MATa cdc11::TRP ura3:URA3:cdc11G32V YCp111/CDC3-GFP Transformant of M-2323
M-2723 MATa cdc11::TRP ura3:URA3:cdc11G32V cla4::HIS3 YCp111/CDC3-GFP This studym
M-2275 MATa/ cdc11::TRP1/CDC11 ura3:URA3:cdc11R35T/ura3 Transformant of M-2036
M-2311 MATa cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:cdc11R35T Segregant from M-2275
M-2312 MAT cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:cdc11R35T Segregant from M-2275
M-2313 MATa/ cdc11::TRP1/cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:cdc11R35T/ura3:URA3:cdc11R35T M-2311 	 M-2312
M-2443 MATa cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:cdc11R35T YCp111/CDC3-GFP Transformant of M-2311
M-2726 MATa cdc11::TRP ura3:URA3:cdc11R35T cla4::HIS3 YCp111/CDC3-GFP This studyn
M-2273 MATa/ cdc11::TRP1/CDC11 ura3:URA3:cdc11R35E/ura3 Transformant of M-2036
M-2299 MATa cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:cdc11R35E Segregant from M-2273
Continued on following page
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digested pSP64T(SXBBSE). pSP64T1R1/CDC10 was generated by in vivo re-
combination of AatII-digested pSP64T(SXBBSE)/CDC10 with the PCR product
generated from YRp7 as the template and primers ML639 and ML640. psP64TT
1R1/CDC10G42V was generated by in vivo recombination of BamHI/BglII-
digested YCp111/cdc10G42V and BspE1-digested psP64TT1R1/CDC10. pSP
64T(SXBBSE)/cdc11G29D, pSP64T(SXBBSE)/cdc11G32E, pSP64T(SXBBSE)/
cdc11G32V, pSP64T(SXBBSE)/cdc11R35T, pSP64T(SXBBSE)/cdc11R35E,
pSP64T(SXBBSE)/cdc11S36N, and pSP64T(SXBBSE)/cdc11G32V, R35E,
S36N were generated by PCR from the cognate YCp111/cdc11 plasmids as the
template and primers ML566 and ML621, digestion of the resulting PCR prod-
ucts with BglII and MfeI, and ligation into BglII/MfeI-digested pSP64T(SXB
BSE)/CDC11. pSP64T1R1/CDC11 was generated by in vivo recombination of
AatII-digested pSP64T(SXBBSE)/CDC11 with the PCR product from YRp7 as
the template and primers ML639 and ML640. pSP64T1R1-6His/CDC11 and
pSP64T1R1-6His/CDC11-C were generated by in vivo recombination of XhoI-
digested pSP64T1R1-6His with PCR products generated from YCp111/CDC11
as the template and primer pairs ML668/ML671 and ML670/ML671, respec-
tively. pSP64T1R1-6His/CDC11-N, pSP64T1R1-6His/cdc11G32E-N, pSP64
T1R1-6His/cdc11G32V-N, pSP64T1R1-6His/cdc11R35T-N, and pSP64T1R1-
6His/cdc11R35E-N were generated by in vivo recombination of XhoI-digested
pSP64T1R1-6His with the PCR products generated from the cognate YCp111/
cdc11 plasmids as the template and primers ML668 and ML669. pSP64T1R1/
CDC12 was generated by in vivo recombination of AatII-digested pSP64T(SXB
BSE)/CDC12 with the PCR product generated from YRp7 as the template
and primers ML639 and ML640. pSP64T1R1-6His/CDC12, pSP64T1R1-6His/
CDC12-N, and pSP64T1R1-6His/CDC12-C were generated by in vivo recombi-
TABLE 1—Continued
Strain Relevant genotypea Source or reference
M-2300 MAT cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:cdc11R35E Segregant from M-2273
M-2301 MATa/ cdc11::TRP1/cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:cdc11R35E/ura3:URA3:cdc11R35E M-2299 	 M-2300
M-2446 MATa cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:cdc11R35E YCp111/CDC3-GFP Transformant of M-2299
M-2776 MATa cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:cdc11R35E cla4::HIS3 YCp111/CDC3-GFP This studyo
M-2274 MATa/ cdc11::TRP1/CDC11 ura3:URA3:cdc11S36N/ura3 Transformant of M-2036
M-2305 MATa cdc11::TRP1/CDC11 ura3:URA3:cdc11S36N Segregant from M-2274
M-2306 MAT cdc11::TRP1/CDC11 ura3:URA3:cdc11S36N Segregant from M-2274
M-2307 MATa/ cdc11::TRP1/cdc11::TRP1 ura3:URA3:cdc11S36N/ura3:URA3:cdc11S36N M-2305 	 M-2306
M-2449 MATa cdc11::TRP1/CDC11 ura3:URA3:cdc11S36N YCp111/CDC3-GFP Transformant of M-2305
M-367 MATa cdc11::TRP1 pRSCDC11 This studyp
M-368 MAT cdc11::TRP1 pRSCDC11 This studyp
M-432 MATa/ cdc11::TRP/cdc11::TRP1 pRSCDC11 M-367 	 M-368
YNT95 MATa cdc11::TRP1 YCplac111 This studyq
M-2897 MATa cdc11::TRP1 YCplac111 and pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of YNT95
YNT97 MATa cdc11::TRP1 YCp111/CDC11 This studyq
M-3367 MATa cdc11::TRP1 YCp111/CDC11-YFP This studyq
M-2365 MATa cdc11::TRP1 YCp111/cdc11G29D This studyq
M-2859 MATa cdc11::TRP1 YCp111/cdc11G29D and pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of M-2365
YNT195 MATa cdc11::TRP1 YCp111/cdc11G32V, R35E, S36N This studyq
M-2860 MATa cdc11::TRP1 YCp111/cdc11G32V, R35E, S36N and pRS316/GFP-CDC3 Transformant of YNT195
M-3214 MATa cdc11::TRP1 YCp111/cdc11D89A, G92A This studyq
M-3277 MATa cdc11::TRP1 CDC3:URA3:CDC3-GFP YCp111/cdc11D89A, G92A Transformant of M-3214r
M-3186 MATa/ cdc11::TRP/cdc11::TRP1 YCp111/cdc11D89A, G92A This studys
M-3258 MATa cdc11::TRP1 YCp111/cdc11K172A, D174A This studyq
M-3374 MATa cdc11::TRP1 YCp111/cdc11K172, D174A-YFP This studyq
M-3280 MATa cdc11::TRP1 CDC3:URA3:CDC3-GFP YCp111/cdc11K172A, D174A Transformant of M-3258r
M-3472 MATa cdc11::TRP1 CDC3:URA3:CDC3-GFP cla4::HIS3 YCp111/cdc11K172A, D174A This studys
M-3473 MATa/ cdc11::TRP/cdc11::TRP1 YCp111/cdc11G32V, R35E, S36N This studyt
M-2618 MAT cdc11G32E-3HA Transformant of M-2298u
M-2630 MATa/ cdc11G32E-3HA/cdc11G32E M-2618 	 M-2297
M-2634 MATa/ cdc11G32E-3HA/CDC11 M-2618 	 YEF473A
M-2159 MAT CDC11-3HA Transformant of YEF473Bu
M-2633 MATa/ CDC11-3HA/CDC11 M-2159 	 YEF473A
EGY48R MATa his3 trp1 ura3-52 pSH18-34 78v
a Except for strain EGY48R, all strains are congenic with YEF473. Plasmids are indicated by square brackets.
b CDC3, CDC11, and CDC12 were deleted in strain YEF473, as described previously (22).
c Segregant from M-376 transformed with YEp24(CDC12)N.
d Strain M-377 was transformed with the indicated LEU2 plasmid and plated on medium lacking leucine and containing 0.1% 5-fluoroorotic acid to select for loss
of YEp24(CDC12)N.
e Derived from backcrossing the cdc12-6 strain M-238 (56) 10 times into the YEF473 strain background.
f Segregant from DD185 transformed with YEp24/CDC10.
g Strain M-611 was transformed with the indicated LEU2 plasmid and plated on medium lacking leucine and containing 0.1% 5-fluoroorotic acid to select for loss
of YEp24/CDC10.
h Segregant from M-379 transformed with pRSCDC3.
i Strain M-381 was transformed with the indicated LEU2 plasmid and plated on medium lacking leucine and containing 0.1% 5-fluoroorotic acid to select for loss
of pRSCDC3.
j Derived from mating segregants from M-379 transformed with pRSCDC3, followed by transformation with YCp111/cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N and plating on
medium lacking leucine and containing 0.1% 5-fluoroorotic acid to select for loss of pRSCDC3.
k Derived from backcrossing the cdc11-6 strain JPT194 (1) 10 times into the YEF473 strain background.
l Segregant from cross of M-2298 and M-2925.
m Segregant from cross of M-2440 and M-2772.
n Segregant from cross of M-2443 and M-2772.
o Segregant from cross of M-2446 and M-2772.
p Segregant from M-2036 transformed with pRSCDC11.
q Strain M-367 was transformed with the indicated LEU2 plasmid and plated on medium lacking leucine and containing 0.1% 5-fluoroorotic acid to select for loss
of pRSCDC11.
r Transformed with ApaI-digested YIp211/CDC3-GFP.
s Segregant from cross of M-3280 and YEF1373.
t Strain M-432 was transformed with YCp111/cdc11K172A, D174A and plated on medium lacking leucine and containing 0.1% 5-fluoroorotic acid to select for loss
of pRSCDC11.
u Transformed with the PCR product of primers ML298 and ML299 using as template pFA6a-3HA-His3MX6 (57).
v pSH18-34 is a 2
m URA3 plasmid with an 8lexOp-lacZ reporter gene (3).
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nation of XhoI-digested pSP64T1R1-6His with the PCR products generated
from YCp111/CDC12 as the template and primer pairs ML672/ML675, ML672/
ML673, and ML674/ML675, respectively. pSP64T1R1/cdc12G44V and pSP64
T1R1/cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N were generated by in vivo recombination of
BstBI-digested pSP64T1R1/CDC12 with EcoRV/XbaI-digested YCp111/
cdc12G44V and YCp111/cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N, respectively. pSP64T1R1/
cdc12S43V was generated by in vivo recombination of MluI-digested pSP64
T1R1/CDC12 with the PCR product generated from YCp111/CDC12 as the
template and primers ML452 and ML947.
Plasmids for two-hybrid assays were generated as follows. pEG202/cdc3G129V,
pEG202/cdc3K132T, pEG202/cdc3T133N, and pEG202/cdc3G129V, K132E,
T133N were generated by in vivo recombination of PvuII-digested pEG202/CDC3
with the PCR products generated from the cognate YCp111/cdc3 plasmids as the
template and primers ML392 and ML683. pEG202/cdc10K45T was generated by
in vivo recombination of BspE1-digested pEG202/CDC10 with BamHI/
BglII-digested YCp111/cdc10K45T. pEG202/cdc11G32V, pEG202/cdc11R35T,
pEG202/cdc11R35E, pEG202/cdc11S36N, and pEG202/cdc11G32V, R35E,
S36N were generated by in vivo recombination of NotI/BspEI-digested pEG202/
CDC11 with the PCR products generated from the cognate YCp111/cdc11 plas-
mids as the template and primers ML397 and ML582. pEG202/cdc11D89A,
G92A and pEG202/cdc11K172A, D174A were generated by in vivo recombina-
tion of NotI/BspEI-digested pEG202/CDC11 with the PCR products generated
from the cognate YCp111/cdc11 plasmids as the template and primers ML582
and ML747. pEG202/cdc12S43V was generated by in vivo recombination of
PflMI-digested pEG202/CDC12 with pSP64T1R1/cdc12S43V digested with
BamHI/HpaI. pEG202/cdc12G44V and pEG202/cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N were
generated by in vivo recombination of PflMI-digested pEG202/CDC12 with the
cognate YCp111/cdc12 plasmids digested with EcoRV and XbaI. pJG4-5/cdc11
G32V, pJG4-5/cdcR35T, pJG4-5/cdc11R35E, pJG4-5/cdc11S36N, and pJG4-5/
cdc11G32V, R35E, S36N were generated by in vivo recombination of BspEI-
digested pJG4-5/CDC11 with the PCR products generated from the cognate
YCp111/cdc11 plasmids as the template and primers ML397 and ML622.
Plasmids for expressing yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-tagged wild-type and
P-loop mutant septins in in vivo competition assays were generated as follows.
YCp111/CDC3-YFP and YCp111/cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N-YFP were gener-
ated by in vivo recombination of the PCR products generated by primers
ML1003 and ML1066 with pKT139 (68) as the template with YCp111/CDC3 and
YCp111/cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N, respectively. YCp111/CDC10-YFP and
YCp111/cdc10K45T-were generated by in vivo recombination of the PCR prod-
ucts from pDH5 as the template (http://depts.washington.edu/yeastrc/pages/fm
_home2.html) and primers ML295 and ML296 and cotransformation with
YCp111/CDC10 and YCp111/cdc10K45T, respectively. YCp111/CDC11-YFP
and YCp111/cdc11K172A, D174A-YFP were generated by in vivo recombination
of the PCR product generated from pKT139 as the template and primers
ML1058 and ML1059 with PacI-digested YCp111/CDC11 and YCp111/cdc11
K172A, D174A, respectively. YCp111/CDC12-YFP and YCp111/cdc12G44V,
K47E, T48N-YFP were generated by in vivo recombination of the PCR product
generated from pKT139 as the template and primers ML1063 and ML1064 with
pKT139 and cotransformation with YCp111/CDC12 and YCp111/cdc12G44V,
K47E, T48N, respectively.
Microscopy. Fluorescence and differential interference contrast still micros-
copy were done using a Nikon Eclipse E800 microscope and a Hamamatsu Orca
ERII charge-coupled-device camera. Images were acquired using Metamorph
software (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) and processed using Image J
(Wayne Rasband; NIH; http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). For the quantitation of YFP-
tagged septin localization to the neck (see Fig. 5B, below), identical exposures
were taken in the YFP channel of wild-type and mutant medium-budded cells.
The maximum intensity pixel in a 2-
m by 2-
m rectangle over the neck region
was determined for 200 cells/sample. When observed with the camera, YFP-
tagged septins were detectable at 95% of the necks of M-3367, M-3344,
M-3374, M-3487, M-3489, M-3490, and M-3491 cells at 23°C and of M-3489 cells
at 27°C. YFP-tagged septins were detectable in 80% of M-3488 cells and in
25% of M-3492 cells at 23°C. For these strains, only cells that contained
fluorescence above background were used for quantitation. At 23°C, 1% of
M-3352 cells had neck-localized septins detectable by the camera. In this strain,
the intensity at the neck was determined whether or not the signal was above
background. Background was determined using YEF473, and the average back-
ground intensity was subtracted from the intensity of the YFP-tagged strains. To
evaluate bud site selection, chitin was detected using Calcofluor white (31) and
cells with three or more bud scars were scored, with cells scored as budding
axially if all bud scars were in a single chain emanating from one cell pole and as
budding bipolarly if all bud scars were at either of the cell poles.
Movies were acquired using a spinning disc confocal microscope as described
elsewhere (10), except Z-series of 10 focal planes 0.5 
m apart were collected at
2-min intervals, collapsed into a single two-dimensional image using a maximum-
value projection, and processed using Image J.
Immunofluorescence and immunoblotting. Primary antibodies used included a
monoclonal mouse antihemagglutinin (anti-HA) antibody (Covance, Princeton,
NJ) and polyclonal rabbit anti-Cdc11p and goat anti-Cdc10p antibodies (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA). Polyclonal rabbit anti-Cdc3p and anti-
Cdc12p antibodies were raised against Cdc3p (CNHSPVPTKKKGFLR) and
Cdc12p (CEQVKSLQVKKSHLK) C-terminal peptides and affinity purified
against the antigenic peptide (Sigma/Genosys, Woodlands, TX). Secondary an-
tibodies for immunoblotting included horseradish peroxidase-conjugated donkey
anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG), sheep anti-mouse antibody (Amersham
Biosciences, Arlington Heights, IL), and rabbit anti-goat antibody (Jackson Im-
munoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA). Immunofluorescence was done
as described previously (65) using anti-Cdc11p or anti-HA primary antibodies
and Alexa 540-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG or Alexa 488-conjugated goat
anti-mouse IgG secondary antibodies (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR).
Protein preparation and analysis of protein-protein interactions. Cells were
grown to mid-log phase in yeast extract-peptone-dextrose or the appropriate
selective medium, and cells (optical density at 600 nm of 25) were harvested. Cell
pellets were resuspended in 500 
l BB buffer (25 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM
NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100, 5 mM MgCl2, 10% glycerol) supplemented with a
protease inhibitor cocktail and phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO), lysed at 4°C with 250 
l of 0.5-mm glass beads by vortexing, and centri-
fuged at 13,000 	 g for 10 min to remove cell debris, and protein amounts were
quantitated using the Bio-Rad protein assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules,
CA). For immunoblotting of total protein samples, Laemmli sample buffer was
added to 80 
g protein, samples were heated for 5 min and centrifuged for 5 min
prior to separation on 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electro-
phoresis (SDS-PAGE) gels and transfer to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF)
membrane. Equal loading was verified by Ponceau S staining of the PVDF
membrane. Specific proteins were detected using the appropriate primary and
secondary antibodies and an enhanced chemiluminescence system (Amersham).
For immunoprecipitations, 30 
l of protein G beads and 2 
g primary anti-
body were added to extract containing 1.5 mg of protein followed by incubation
at 4°C for 2.5 h. The beads were pelleted at 4°C and washed four times with BB,
and one-half of the sample was analyzed by immunoblotting. Two-hybrid anal-
yses were done as described previously (53). For analysis of septin-septin inter-
actions in vitro, 35S-labeled proteins were synthesized in 25-
l rabbit reticulocyte
lysate-coupled in vitro TnT reaction mixtures, as described elsewhere (41). Im-
munoblotting and comparison to quantitated E. coli-produced septins indicated
that 80 ng of each septin was synthesized per reaction mixture. Septins were
allowed to interact for 1 h at 23°C followed by the addition of 1 
g of anti-
Cdc11p or anti-Cdc12p antibodies and 20 
l protein G beads and incubated for
1 h. Beads were pelleted, and 5 
l of the supernatant was saved as the unbound
fraction. The beads were washed four times with IP150 [20 mM piperazine-N,N-
bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid) pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% Tween 20], yielding the
bound fraction. Analysis of interactions using six-His-tagged septins was as de-
scribed above except that proteins were bound to 20 
l Talon beads (BD
Biosciences, Palo Alto, CA) and 10 mM imidazole was present during the
incubation and washes. Following SDS-PAGE, proteins were transferred to a
PVDF membrane and detected by autoradiography.
Modeling of yeast septin structures. Alignments and secondary structure
predictions shown in Fig. S3 at http://www.cooperlab.wustl.edu/restricted
/marklongtine/ were generated using Clustal W (13; http://npsa-pbil.ibcp.fr
/cgi-bin/npsa_automat.pl?page/NPSA/npsa_clustalw.html) using default pa-
rameters. Three crystal structures of septins are available in the RSCB
Protein Data Bank (PDB). The structure of a Sept2 dimer bound to GDP
(2QA5; 3.4-Å resolution) and of a nucleotide-bound complex of Sept2, Sept6,
and Sept7 (2QAG; 4-Å resolution) were deposited by Sirajuddin et al. (70), and
an unpublished structure of Sept2 bound to GDP (2QNR; 2.4-Å resolution) was
deposited by Rabeh and colleagues. Because of its high resolution and superior
structural coverage, the 2QNR Sept2 polypeptide sequence and crystal structure
were used for modeling the structures of Cdc11p and Cdc12, as shown in Fig. S4
at http://www.cooperlab.wustl.edu/restricted/marklongtine/ using MODELLER
(61) (http://salilab.org/modeler/), and images were generated using VMD (38)
(http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/).
UV cross-linking. Septin complexes were purified from yeast as described
previously (22). Briefly, 20 mg yeast protein extract was incubated with 8 
g
anti-Cdc3p antibodies followed by elution for 18 h at 4°C in elution buffer (20
mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8, 1 M KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM EGTA, 4% sucrose) with
0.8 mg/ml Cdc3p peptide and dialysis against elution buffer. Septins were cross-
linked to nucleotide by UV light in the presence of 2 
M [-32P]GTP and 300
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M nonradioactive ATP at 23°C as described elsewhere (76). A 10% portion of
the cross-linked sample was subjected to SDS-PAGE and silver staining, with the
remainder subjected to SDS-PAGE, transfer to a PVDF membrane, and auto-
radiography. The addition of 5 mM EDTA or an additional 300 
M of nonra-
dioactive GTP, but not of nonradioactive ATP, prevented UV cross-linking.
RESULTS
Mutations in septin P-loop and G4 motifs result in temper-
ature-sensitive cell viability, morphogenesis, and division. The
central septin G domain contains three motifs (Fig. 1A) con-
served in many GTP-binding proteins (reviewed in references
12 and 73). The P-loop [consensus sequence GXXGXGK(S/T)]
envelops the phosphates of the bound nucleotide with the
glycines necessary to allow the required sharp turn. Typically,
the lysine interacts with the nucleotide phosphates and the
serine/threonine is involved in Mg2 coordination. In the G3
motif (consensus sequence DXXG), the aspartate typically is
involved in Mg2 coordination and the glycine bonds with the
-phosphate. Residues of the G4 motif (consensus sequence
KXD) interact with the nucleotide base and provide specificity
for binding to guanine nucleotides. Typically, mutations in the
P-loop and G3 motifs reduce GTP binding, although G3 mu-
tations can also affect GTP hydrolysis. Mutations in the G4
motif can allow binding to nonnative nucleotides in vitro and
dramatically reduce the ability to bind guanine nucleotides in
vivo.
The recently solved 3.4-Å-resolution crystal structure of
GDP-bound human Sept2 reveals that the septin G domain
structure contains a core of six -strands and five -helices and
forms a tertiary structure highly similar to that of canonical
small GTPases, such as Ras (70) (see Fig. S4 at http://www
.cooperlab.wustl.edu/restricted/marklongtine/ with several sep-
FIG. 1. Effects of mutations in septin nucleotide-binding motifs on cell viability. (A) Schematic diagram of a typical septin. Filled boxes show
the approximate locations of septin P-loop, G3, and G4 domains and of the C-terminal predicted coiled-coil region. Indicated are the amino acid
sequences of the septin P-loop, G3, and G4 motifs. A bold font indicates residues mutated singly or in combination in this study. (B to F) Viability
of wild-type and mutant strains. Strains were grown to mid-log phase in SDC-Leu medium (B to D and F) or YM-P medium (E), and fivefold serial
dilutions were plated on the appropriate plates followed by incubation at the indicated temperature for 4 days.
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tin-unique structural elements flanking the septin G domain
(70) (see Fig. S3 at http://www.cooperlab.wustl.edu/restricted
/marklongtine/. Both the Sept2-GDP structure solved by Sira-
juddin (PDB accession 2QA5) and an unpublished, 2.4-Å-
resolution Sept2-GDP crystal structure by Rabeh and
colleagues (PDB accession 2QNR) show that in mammalian
septins, as in canonical small GTPases, the P-loop envelops the
nucleotide, the G3 motif is positioned near the -phosphate,
and the G4 motif is juxtaposed to the guanine base. We found
that Cdc11p, Cdc12p, Cdc3p, and Cdc10p are predicted to
contain the same secondary structures as mammalian Sept2
(data not shown; see Fig. S3 at http://www.cooperlab.wustl.edu
/restricted/marklongtine/). Modeling of the structures of
Cdc11p and Cdc12p on the high-resolution Sept2-GDP
structure using MODELLER (61) suggests yeast septins,
like mammalian septins, bind nucleotides in a conventional
manner (see Fig. S4 at http://www.cooperlab.wustl.edu
/restricted/marklongtine/).
Previous work has yielded conflicting results on whether or
not Cdc3p, Cdc10p, Cdc11p, and Cdc12 all bind GTP (see the
introduction). Thus, we first asked if these septins bind GTP
(Fig. 2). We isolated septin complexes from yeast and assessed
the purification by silver staining and the migration of Cdc3p,
Cdc10p, Cdc11p, and Cdc12p by immunoblotting (data not
shown). Complexes were incubated with [-32P]GTP, exposed
to UV light, and separated by SDS-PAGE, and GTP-cross-
linked proteins were detected by autoradiography. We found
that all four septins bound GTP, in agreement with the findings
of two other groups (19, 76). Cdc12p accounted for 46% of
the cross-linked GTP, and Cdc3p, Cdc11p, and Cdc10p ac-
counted for 27%, 9%, and 18%, respectively. Because
the rate and efficiency of nucleotide exchange and binding and
covalent bond formation are unlikely to be identical for each
septin, the different levels of cross-linking cannot be inter-
preted as resulting from differences in binding affinities for
GTP. Cross-linking was inhibited by EDTA and competed by
GTP but not ATP (data not shown) (see Materials and Meth-
ods), as found previously (76).
To investigate the role of nucleotide binding in septin func-
tion, we took a mutational approach (Fig. 1A). For each septin,
we generated P-loop single-point-mutant alleles, which were
expected to reduce GTP binding to variable extents, and a
P-loop triple-point-mutant allele, which was expected to elim-
inate GTP binding (9). We also generated G3 motif mutations
in Cdc11p and Cdc12p and a G4 motif mutation in Cdc11p. A
subset of these mutations was assayed in the UV cross-linking
assay (Fig. 2). A Cdc12 P-loop point mutation (cdc12pG44V)
disrupted GTP binding, consistent with reduced GTP binding
by E. coli-expressed cdc12pT48N (75). P-loop mutations in
Cdc11p and Cdc3p also reduced GTP binding (cdc11pR35E and
cdc3pG129V, K132E, T133N), while the cdc11pR35T P-loop muta-
tion did not detectably reduce GTP binding in this assay. The
residual binding by the band containing cdc3pG129V, K132E, T133N
may be due, at least in part, to comigrating Shs1p (76). Muta-
tion of the G4 motif also reduced GTP binding
(cdc11pK172A, D197A), but surprisingly, mutation of the G3 mo-
tif did not (cdc11pD89A, G92A).
We next investigated the effects of mutations in the septin
P-loop, G3, and G4 motifs on cell viability, division, and mor-
phogenesis. cdc10 strains have reduced viability at 23°C and
are inviable at 30°C and above (Fig. 1C; see also Fig. S1B in the
supplemental material) (15, 22), and cdc12 strains are invia-
ble under all conditions (22). A cdc12D98A, G101 G3 motif
mutant displayed wild-type viability, division, and morphogen-
esis at all temperatures (Fig. 1B; see also Fig. S1A in the
supplemental material). In a previous study, cdc10S46N and
cdc12T48N mutants displayed temperature-sensitive (Ts) phe-
notypes, with a cdc10S46N cdc12T48N double-mutant strain hav-
ing reduced viability and strong defects in cell division and
morphogenesis at 37°C (75). We found similar Ts phenotypes
in cdc10 and cdc12 P-loop point mutation strains (Fig. 1B; see
also Fig. S1A and B, cdc10G42V, cdc10K45T, and cdc12G44V, in
the supplemental material). A cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N triple P-
loop point mutation strain had a lower minimal restrictive
temperature for viability than cdc12 single P-loop point muta-
tion strains but showed normal viability, division, and morpho-
genesis at 23°C (Fig. 1B; see also Fig. S1A, cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N,
in the supplemental material). If this mutation eliminates
GTP binding, as expected, this result suggests the Ts phe-
notypes result from a temperature-sensitive requirement for
FIG. 2. UV cross-linking of [-32P]GTP to wild-type and mutant
septins purified from yeast. Strains were grown to mid-log phase at
23°C as described for Fig. 1, and septin complexes were purified using
anti-Cdc3p antibodies. Septins were incubated with 2 
M [-32P]GTP
and 300 
M ATP, followed by cross-linking with UV light. (Upper
panel) Silver-stained SDS-PAGE gel of 10% of the purified sample.
(Lower panel) Autoradiography of the remaining sample to detect
cross-linked GTP. Numbers represent the fractions of total [32P]GTP
in the indicated band.
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nucleotide binding rather than a temperature-sensitive de-
fect in nucleotide binding.
Cdc3p is essential under all conditions, and in our strain
background cdc11 cells have reduced viability at 23°C and are
inviable at 30°C and above (Fig. 1F) (22). At 23°C, all cdc3 and
cdc11 mutants, including the P-loop triple mutants, displayed
normal viability, division, and morphogenesis (Fig. 1D to F; see
also Fig. S1B to D in the supplemental material). At 37°C, a
cdc11 G3 motif mutant (cdc11D89A, G92A), a cdc11R35T mutant,
and all three cdc3 P-loop single-point-mutants appeared nor-
mal (Fig. 1C and E; see also Fig. S1C and D in the supple-
mental material). However, the cdc3 triple P-loop mutant
(cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N) (Fig. 1C and D; see also Fig. S1C and
D in the supplemental material), the cdc11 G4 motif mutant,
and remaining cdc11 P-loop mutants displayed Ts viability,
division, and morphogenesis (cdc11K172A, D174A, cdc11G32V,
cdc11R35E, cdc11S36N, and cdc11G32V, R35E, S36N) (Fig. 1E and
F; see also Fig. S1C in the supplemental material). The mini-
mal restrictive temperatures for viability of these strains
(cdc11G32V, R35E, S36N  cdc11G32V  cdc11K172A, D174A 
cdc11R35E  cdc11S36N  cdc11R35T  cdc11D89A, G92A) fits well
with the expected defects in GTP binding, with cdc11G32V, R35E, S36N
expected to have the greatest reduction in GTP binding and
with cdc11pR35E, which has undergone a change in residue
charge, expected to have greater reduction in nucleotide
binding than cdc11pR35T. We then asked if the previously
identified Ts cdc11-1, cdc11-6, and cdc11-7 alleles (1, 36)
contain mutations in conserved GTP-binding motifs. DNA
sequencing of the entire coding region identified a single
mutation in each allele, which is in the P-loop: cdc11-1 and
cdc11-7 (GGC 3 GAC) encode Cdc11pG29D, and cdc11-6
(GGA 3 GAA) encodes Cdc11pG32E. When introduced
into CDC11 and expressed in a cdc11 background (see
Materials and Methods), these mutations conferred temper-
ature-sensitive viability, division, and morphogenesis (Fig.
1F and data not shown).
All Cdc3p, Cdc10p, Cdc11p, and Cdc12p mutant proteins
were expressed at normal levels at 23°C and 37°C (see Fig. S1E
in the supplemental material), indicating the phenotypes are
not due to protein instability. All phenotypes were recessive,
and we observed no differences in viability, division, or mor-
phogenesis among mutant haploid strains of either mating type
or of mutant diploid strains. In summary, our results suggest
that Cdc3p, Cdc10p, Cdc11p, and Cdc12p all bind GTP, that
the P-loop and G4 motifs are important for nucleotide binding,
and that nucleotide binding is important for septin function in
cell viability, division, and morphogenesis at elevated temper-
atures.
Nucleotide binding is required for full septin function at
23°C. We used two genetic assays to determine if septin func-
tion is disrupted in mutant strains at 23°C. First, we assayed for
synthetic phenotypes at 23°C in strains with mutations in the
P-loops of two septins. In crosses of a cdc11G32E mutant with
cdc3K132E, cdc3T133N, or cdc12G44V mutants, all single- and
double-mutant segregants were obtained at the expected fre-
quencies. However, all double-mutant segregants showed re-
duced viability and defects in cell division and morphogenesis
(data not shown) (see Fig. S2K and L in the supplemental
material). No viable cdc11G32E cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N,
cdc11G32E cdc10K45T, or cdc11G32E cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N dou-
ble mutant segregants were obtained, indicating synthetic le-
thality. Second, we assayed the phenotypes of septin, cla4
double-mutant strains at 23°C. CLA4 encodes a PAK kinase
involved in septin localization and function (14, 58), at least in
part by direct phosphorylation of Cdc10p (75). At elevated
temperatures, cla4 cells have defects in viability and septin
localization, with septins often localizing to the tips of growing
buds. However, at 23°C cla4 cells have only subtle defects in
cell morphogenesis and septin localization (see Fig. S2B in the
supplemental material) (58), with no defects in viability. All
septin and cla4 single-mutant segregants were recovered at the
expected frequencies. cdc11D89A, G92 cla4 double-mutant seg-
regants showed no synthetic phenotypes (see Fig. S2J in the sup-
plemental material). cdc11G32V cla4 and cdc11R35E cla4 dou-
ble-mutant segregants had reduced viability and synthetic defects
in cell division and morphogenesis (see Fig. S2D and H in the
supplemental material) (data not shown). cdc11R35T cla4 dou-
ble-mutant segregants also showed synthetic phenotypes (see Fig.
S2F in the supplemental material), indicating reduced function of
cdc11R35T. No viable cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N cla4, cdc10K45T
cla4, cdc11K172A, D174A cla4 or cdc12G44V, K47T, T48N cla4
double-mutant segregants were obtained, indicating synthetic le-
thality. We conclude that mutations predicted to affect nucleotide
binding have deleterious effects on septin function at 23°C.
Nucleotide binding is important for septin localization. Sep-
tin localization in yeast involves several steps (see the intro-
duction), including localization to the cortex and formation of
a cortical ring and then of a collar of filaments at the neck. To
ask if nucleotide binding is important for septin localization,
we localized functional Cdc3p-GFP or Cdc12p-GFP septins in
wild-type and mutant cells before and during an 8-h shift to
37°C (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material) (Table 2). As
expected, after the shift to 37°C, septins were rapidly delocal-
ized from the necks of cdc12-6 mutant cells, which express a
C-terminally truncated Cdc12p (58), and remained at the
necks of wild-type and Ts mutant cells. Septins remained at
the necks of Ts cells that were arrested at S phase prior to the
shift to 37°C. However, in cells progressing through the cell
cycle, neck localization was gradually reduced in all Ts mu-
tants, with most cells lacking neck-localized septins after 1 h
exhibiting small buds (Table 2 and data not shown). These
results suggest the mutants have a specific defect in septin
localization during bud emergence.
To directly examine this possibility, wild-type and mutant
strains were arrested in G1 with -factor at 23°C and septin
localization was followed after release from cell cycle arrest at
37°C. As expected, in wild-type cells septins localized to the
cell cortex and formed a collar at the neck of the new buds
(Table 3; see also Movie S1 in the supplemental material). In
Ts mutants, septins were unable to localize to a region on the
cell cortex in the large majority of cells (Table 3; see also
Movie S2 in the supplemental material), while in a minority of
cells the septins localized to the tips of the buds. Similar results
were obtained in mutant diploid cells released from hydroxy-
urea arrest at 37°C (data not shown). Our finding that septins
are unable to localize to the cortex at restrictive temperature
contrasts with the finding that septins localize to the cell cortex
of most cdc10S46N cdc12T48N double-mutant cells at 37°C but
are unable to form a collar at the neck, instead localizing to the
bud tips (75). One possible explanation for these apparently
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contradictory results is that there is a range of septin behavior.
Perhaps at semipermissive temperatures, nucleotide-binding
mutant septins are able to localize to the cell cortex but are
unable to form a collar. To test this hypothesis, we released
nucleotide-binding mutant septin strains from cell cycle arrest
at semipermissive temperatures. Under these conditions, sep-
tins localized to the cortex and then to the tips of the emerging
buds in the majority of cells (Table 3; see also Movie S3 in the
supplemental material). These data suggest that nucleotide
binding is required for septins to localize to the cortex at
restrictive temperature and that at semipermissive tempera-
tures septins can localize to the cortex but are unable to form
the collar.
Nucleotide binding is important for septin complex forma-
tion. To determine if nucleotide binding is important for sep-
tin-septin interactions, we first used the yeast two-hybrid sys-
tem, which detects multiple interactions between wild-type
septins (Table 4) (53). All mutant DBD- and AD-septin fusion
proteins were expressed at wild-type levels, except for DBD-
cdc3pG129E, K132E, T133N, which was unstable and thus not as-
sayed (data not shown). The cdc11pD89A, G92A G3-motif mu-
tant and the cdc12pS43V GTP hydrolysis-defective mutant
proteins showed no defects in septin-septin interactions. In
contrast, mutations that reduced septin function always re-
duced septin-septin interactions; mutations that affected septin
function only at 37°C or in double mutant genetic analyses
showed reduced septin-septin interactions (cdc3G129V,
cdc3K132T, cdc3T133N, cdc11R35T, and cdc12G44V) while muta-
tions that resulted in inviability at 34°C or lower eliminated septin-
septin interactions (cdc10K45T, cdc11G32V, cdc11G32V, R35E, S36N,
cdc11K172A, K174A, and cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N). Similarly, P-loop
mutations can disrupt interactions of mammalian septins (8,
60). We noted that cdc11pR35E and cdc11pS36N retained the
ability to interact with Cdc12p but not Cdc3p, Cdc10p, or
Cdc11p, suggesting that Cdc11p and Cdc12p may interact di-
rectly.
Next, we used an in vitro assay to investigate the role of
nucleotide binding on septin-septin interactions. Individual
wild-type or mutant 35S-labeled septins were expressed in rab-
bit reticulocyte lysate-coupled in vitro TnT mixtures, yielding
proteins of the expected size that were recognized by the ap-
propriate antibodies (Fig. 3A and data not shown). Equal
amounts of individual septins were combined at 23°C and com-
plexes isolated by immunoprecipitation or by binding a six-His-
tagged septin to metal resin. As expected, wild-type septins
formed an approximately stoichiometric complex (Fig. 3A). In
pair-wise assays, the only interaction detected was between
Cdc11p with Cdc12p, with the N-terminal regions of these
proteins being sufficient for their interaction (Fig. 3A and C).
In assays with three septins, Cdc3p bound the Cdc11p/Cdc12p
complex, but with reduced stoichiometry (Fig. 3A). Cdc10p
participated in complex formation only in the presence of the
other three septins (Fig. 3A). In assays with mutant septins,
full-length cdc11pR35T interacted with Cdc12p at reduced lev-
els and the N-terminal region of cdc11pR35T was unable to
interact with Cdc12p (Fig. 3B and C), confirming a modest
effect of this mutation. All other full-length or N-terminal
cdc11p mutant proteins tested were unable to bind Cdc12p
(Fig. 3B and C). cdc12p nucleotide-binding mutant proteins
were unable to bind Cdc11p (Fig. 3B, cdc12pG44V and
cdc12pG44V, K47E, T48N), while loss of GTP hydrolysis did not
affect the interaction with Cdc11p (Fig. 3B, cdc12pS43V). In
TABLE 2. Septin localization during log-phase growth and S-phase arrest
Strain Relevant genotype Temp (°C)
% Budded cells with septins at the necka
At time (h) in log phaseb After hydroxyureaarrest atc:
0 1 2 3 5 8 0 min 90 min
M-2437 CDC11 23 99 99 99 96 96 95 ND ND
M-2437 CDC11 37 99 94 99 99 90 91 99 100
M-2962 cdc12-6 37 91 1 0 0 0 0 96 4
M-2452 cdc11G32E 37 100 50 24 5 5 3 93 96
M-2440 cdc11G32V 37 99 77 29 23 12 5 91 94
M-2443 cdc11R35T 37 99 96 94 95 94 90 99 98
M-2446 cdc11R35E 37 99 95 82 38 29 14 96 95
M-2449 cdc11S36N 37 97 94 60 53 27 11 ND ND
M-3277 cdc11D89A, G92A 37 96 93 92 93 90 89 ND ND
M-3280 cdc11K172A, D174A 37 92 31 12 1 0 0 ND ND
M-2922 CDC3 37 92 93 87 87 85 86 90 87
M-2923 cdc3G129 37 96 95 90 92 89 86 93 92
M-2927 cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N 37 85 43 15 2 0 0 89 88
M-2855 CDC10 37 99 97 92 93 89 90 ND ND
M-2856 cdc10G42V 37 97 46 30 12 7 4 86 78
M-2857 cdc10K45T 37 98 33 14 2 0 1 ND ND
M-2863 CDC12 37 97 94 97 87 88 86 90 82
M-2864 cdc12G44V 37 92 73 52 29 10 4 91 87
M-2865 cdc12K47T 37 91 89 87 82 81 80 ND ND
M-2866 cdc12G44V, K47T, T48N 37 79 27 10 0 0 0 ND ND
M-2867 cdc12D98A, G101A 37 97 96 86 87 74 77 ND ND
a Septin localization was determined by epifluorescence microscopy. More than 200 budded cells were counted per sample.
b The indicated strains were grown to mid-log phase at 23°C, and septin localization was determined before (0 h) and at the times indicated after shift to 37°C.
c Strains were grown to mid-log phase at 23°C and arrested with 0.2 M hydroxyurea, and septin localization was determined before and after 90 min at 37°C. ND,
not determined.
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the presence of the three other wild-type septins,
cdc3pG129V, K132E, T133N and cdc10pK45T were unable to par-
ticipate in complex formation and, in all cases, a nucleotide-
binding mutant septin did not participate in or disrupt com-
plex formation when mixed with the four wild-type septins
(data not shown).
We then used a coimmunoprecipitation approach to deter-
mine if nucleotide binding is involved in septin-septin interac-
tions in vivo. Wild-type and mutant strains were grown to
mid-log phase at 23°C, and the culture was divided, with one-
half shifted to 37°C for 2 h. All wild-type and mutant septins
were expressed at similar levels at 23°C and after temperature
shift (Fig. 4 and data not shown). Septin complexes were iso-
lated by immunoprecipitation and detected by immunoblot-
ting. A complex of Cdc3p, Cdc10p, Cdc11p, and Cdc12p was
efficiently isolated from wild-type strains at 23°C or 37°C (Fig.
4). Complexes were also isolated from all mutants at 23°C
(data not shown) and from Ts mutants at 37°C (Fig. 4A
and B, cdc11R35T, cdc3K132E, cdc11D89A, G92A, and
cdc12D98A, G101A). In Ts mutant strains at 37°C, the mutant
septin was absent, or present at greatly reduced levels, in the
complexes (Fig. 4A and B, cdc10K45T, cdc11G32E, cdc11G32V,
cdc11R35E, cdc11G32E, R35E, S36N, cdc11K172A, D174A,
cdc12G44V, cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N, and cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N).
In Ts mutant strains at semipermissive temperatures, both
complete and partial septin complexes were present (Fig. 4C).
Although the qualitative coimmunoprecipitation (IP) anal-
yses did not detect a clear defect in the interactions of nucle-
otide-binding mutant septins at 23°C in vivo, the two-hybrid
and in vitro binding assays and the double mutant genetic
analyses suggested that mutant septins have reduced function
at 23°C. One possibility is that the defects in septin-septin
interactions in vivo are mild at 23°C and not detectable by
qualitative assays. To test this idea, we first used a quantitative
coimmunoprecipitation assay. For five independent experi-
ments, wild-type and cdc11 mutant strains were grown to mid-
log phase at 23°C. Septin complexes were immunoprecipitated
with anti-Cdc3p antibodies, and the ratio of Cdc3p to the
coimmunoprecipitated wild-type or mutant Cdc11p was deter-
mined by immunoblotting. Compared to wild-type Cdc11p,
there was a reproducible reduction in the amount of coimmu-
noprecipitated cdc11p mutant proteins: cdc11pR35T (0.92 
TABLE 3. Septin localization after -factor arrest and releasea
Strain Relevant genotype Temp (°C) Time (min) % Buddedcells
Septin localization (%)b
Neck Absent Tip Other
M-2437 Wild type 37 0 3 100 0 0 0
40 42 100 0 0 0
80 81 99 1 0 0
32 0 6 83 17 0 0
40 52 100 0 0 0
80 85 100 0 0 0
M-2927 cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N 37 0 2 75 24 0 1
40 78 5 73 22 0
80 90 3 96 0 1
30 0 2 100 0 0 0
40 66 36 14 53 2
80 93 54 40 3 3
M-2857 cdc10K45T 37 0 2 73 25 0 2
40 78 3 81 14 2
80 92 1 95 0 4
32 0 4 78 22 0 0
40 78 19 19 61 1
80 83 28 57 11 4
M-2440 cdc11G32V 37 0 2 75 25 0 0
40 87 1 84 14 1
80 97 0 98 0 2
30 0 5 79 20 0 1
40 70 17 31 52 0
80 97 9 67 21 3
M-2866 cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N 37 0 8 75 25 0 0
40 80 3 88 8 1
80 96 1 98 0 1
30 0 11 86 12 2 0
40 88 3 20 75 2
80 94 1 95 2 2
a Strains were grown to mid-log phase in selective medium at 23°C, arrested with -factor at 23°C, shifted to the temperature indicated for 20 min, and released into
prewarmed medium lacking -factor at the temperature indicated. Septin localization was determined by epifluorescence microscopy at the time indicated after release
from -factor arrest. Buds began emerging between 20 and 40 min after release from cell cycle arrest. At least 200 cells were counted per time point.
b The percentage of budded cells with septins localized to the neck as a collar, lacking localized septins, with septins at the tip of the bud, or with septins localized
elsewhere (e.g., as a patch at the neck).
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20); cdc11pG32V, (0.77  0.20); cdc11pG32E, (0.74  0.26);
cdc11pR35E (0.79  0.21), and cdc11pG32V, R35E, S36N (0.71 
0.17). Next, we used an in vivo competition assay for neck
localization. We reasoned that if a mutation results in a re-
duced ability to participate in septin complexes the mutant
septin would be an ineffective competitor with a wild-type
septin for neck localization. In control experiments, Cdc11p
was detected at over 99% of necks using anti-Cdc11p antibod-
ies, and an HA-tagged Cdc11p was detected at over 95% of
necks in the presence of untagged, wild-type Cdc11p compet-
itor (Fig. 5A). At 23°C, cdc11pG32E-3HA localized efficiently to
the neck in the presence of untagged cdc11pG32E but was
effectively competed by wild-type Cdc11p (Fig. 5A). Similarly,
after 2 h at 37°C, cdc11pG32E-3HA competed efficiently with
cdc11pG32E but not with Cdc11p (Fig. 5A). We also quantita-
tively assayed the efficiency of neck localization of wild-type
and mutant YFP-tagged septins. At 23°C, a cdc11p G4 motif
mutant protein localized efficiently to the neck in the absence,
but not the presence, of wild-type Cdc11p (Fig. 5B,
cdc11pK172A, K174A). cdc3p and cdc12p P-loop mutant proteins
were also ineffective competitors for neck localization (Fig. 5B,
cdc3pG129V, K132E, T133N and cdc12pG44V, K47E, T48N). Although
cdc10pK45T competed effectively at 23°C, it was unable to lo-
calize to the neck efficiently in the presence of wild-type
Cdc10p at 27°C (Fig. 5B), a temperature at which the
cdc10K45T strain shows full viability and normal septin local-
ization (data not shown). Together, these results indicate that
nucleotide binding is important for full septin-septin interac-
tions at 23°C and is essential for septin-septin interactions at
elevated temperatures.
Our results also provide information on septin-septin inter-
actions in vivo. In agreement with the remaining three septins
interacting in cdc10 and cdc11 cells at 23°C (22), the re-
maining three septins interacted in Ts cdc10 and cdc11 mutant
strains at 37°C (Fig. 4A, cdc11G32E, anti-Cdc12p IP, and B,
cdc10K45T, anti-Cdc11p, -Cdc12p, and -Cdc3p IPs). In agree-
ment with our in vitro binding results, Cdc11p and Cdc12p can
interact in the absence of Cdc3p and Cdc10p (Fig. 4A,
cdc11R35E, anti-Cdc11p IP), while Cdc11p does not participate
in complex formation in the absence of Cdc12p (Fig. 4B,
cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N, anti-Cdc11p and -Cdc12p IPs). The as-
sociation of Cdc10p with the complex appears to require
Cdc3p, as a decrease of Cdc3p results in a concomitant de-
crease in Cdc10p (Fig. 4A, cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N, anti-Cdc11p
FIG. 3. Analysis of direct septin interactions and the role of GTP binding in septin complex formation in vitro. 35S-labeled septins made
individually by coupled in vitro transcription and translation were incubated together at 23°C for 1 h, and complexes were isolated by immuno-
precipitation or binding to metal resin, as indicated. Septins in the unbound (UB) and bound (B) fractions were detected by autoradiography. The
asterisk indicates a nonspecific band from the Cdc11p synthesis. “(6H)” indicates the presence of six N-terminal histidines. (A) Individual
expression of Cdc3p, Cdc10p, Cdc11p, and Cdc12p and interactions among wild-type septins. For combinations of two septins, complexes were
immunoprecipitated using anti-Cdc11p antibodies or, for the Cdc3p/Cdc12p pair, anti-Cdc12p antibodies. (B) Effects of P-loop mutations on the
pair-wise interaction of full-length Cdc11p and Cdc12p. (C) Interaction of the N-terminal regions of Cdc11p and Cdc12p and the effects of
mutations in the Cdc11p P-loop. Cdc11pN, residues 1 to 295; Cdc12pN, residues 1 to 311.
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and -Cdc12p IPs). In contrast to our in vitro binding data,
Cdc3p and Cdc10p can interact with each other in vivo in the
absence of Cdc11p and Cdc12p (Fig. 4B, cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N,
anti-Cdc3p IP) and Cdc12p can interact with Cdc3p and
Cdc10p in the absence of Cdc11p (Fig. 4A, cdc11G32E, anti-
Cdc12p IP). It is possible these latter interactions are enhanced
in vivo by posttranslational modifications.
Lack of evidence for septin nucleotide-binding in the func-
tion of septin-associated proteins. A major role of yeast septins
is to serve as a scaffold to direct the localization of septin-
associated proteins to the neck (reviewed in references 28 and
55). In all cases, the function of septin-associated proteins
requires their septin-dependent localization to the neck. To
determine if nucleotide binding is required for their interac-
tions with septin-associated proteins, we investigated the ef-
fects of nucleotide binding mutations on the function of septin-
associated proteins (Table 5). As our results suggested
nucleotide binding is reduced or absent in the mutants at 23°C,
these assays were done at 23°C to avoid loss of function simply
due to lack of neck-localized septins. In the mutant strains,
FIG. 4. Analysis of septin complexes in wild-type and mutant strains. (A and B) Septin complexes are disrupted at 37°C in GTP-binding
mutants. Strains were grown to mid-log phase at 23°C and shifted to 37°C for 2 h. Lysates from wild-type and cdc11 or cdc3 mutant strains (A) or
cdc10 or cdc12 mutant strains (B) were prepared, and total protein, or immunoprecipitates obtained with the indicated antibodies, were separated
by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted to detect Cdc3p, Cdc10p, Cdc11p, or Cdc12p. Strains are as described for Fig. 1, with M-2332 used as the
wild-type strain. The asterisk indicates the immunoglobulin heavy chain, which migrates just above Cdc12p. (C) Septin complexes are partially
disrupted at semipermissive temperatures. MATa strains were arrested with -factor at 23°C, shifted to the indicated temperature for 20 min, and
released from cell cycle arrest at the indicated temperature. At 40 min after release, lysates were prepared and septin complex formation assayed
as described above. Strains are as for Fig. 1, with M-2332 used as the wild-type strain.
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cells formed normal shmoos in response to mating pheromone
with septins properly localized at the base. Chitin was properly
deposited in the cell wall at the base of the shmoo and on the
mother-side of the neck of budded cells, indicating normal
localization and function of the chitin synthase III complex.
Axial and bipolar bud site selection were normal, indicating
proper localization and function of the bud site selection pro-
teins. Cytokinesis and cell separation were normal, indicating
proper function of the actomyosin contractile ring, synthesis of
the septum, and localized secretion of chitinases at the neck.
Finally, cell morphology was normal, indicating proper func-
tion of the Hsl1p, Hsl7, and Swe1p cell cycle regulatory com-
plex and in secretion targeted to the base of the bud (25, 58).
Together, these results do not provide any evidence that septin
nucleotide binding is specifically required for the localization
or activation of septin-associated proteins.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we addressed the role of nucleotide binding by
the S. cerevisiae Cdc3p, Cdc10p, Cdc11p, and Cdc12p septins.
We found that these septins all bind GTP and that the P-loop
and G4 motifs, but not the G3 motif, are important for nucle-
otide binding. The major finding of this work is that nucleotide
binding has a conserved role in septin-septin interactions and,
therefore, in septin complex formation. Our studies also sug-
gest that septins are localized to the cell cortex as preformed
complexes and support a model in which assembly into fila-
ments is important for formation of the septin collar. Finally,
our studies provide insight into the order of the yeast septins in
the linear core complex.
Cdc3p, Cdc10p, Cdc11p, and Cdc12p are GTP-binding pro-
teins. Previous studies yielded conflicting results as to whether
or not Cdc3p, Cdc10p, Cdc11p, and Cdc12p all bind GTP (see
introduction). Our results provide strong evidence that each of
these septins binds GTP, in agreement with the findings of two
previous studies (19, 76), and we showed that the conserved
P-loop and G4 motifs are important for GTP binding. That all
four septins bind GTP is also suggested by the similar pheno-
types of cdc3, cdc10, cdc11, and cdc12 nucleotide-binding mu-
tant strains, as discussed further below. Surprisingly, we found
no role for the G3 motif in septin GTP binding or function.
Perhaps in septins this motif is involved in nucleotide hydro-
lysis, as it is in dynamin and AAA ATPases (4, 35, 59). How-
ever, as GTP hydrolysis is not required for the formation of
septin complexes or filaments (19, 21, 49, 70) or known aspects
of septin function in yeast (75), the role of GTP hydrolysis
remains enigmatic.
We can provide two possible explanations for the lack of a
previous study to detect GTP binding by bacterially expressed
Cdc3p and Cdc11p in vitro (75). First, yeast and metazoan
septins expressed individually in E. coli are free of bound
nucleotide and largely insoluble (our unpublished results and
references 19, 37, and 69), suggesting they are not properly
folded. Perhaps E. coli-expressed Cdc10p and Cdc12p more
readily bind nucleotide from this nonphysiological state than
do Cdc3p or Cdc11p. Also, as GTP binding by septins in vitro
is typically slow and inefficient, especially with nucleotide-free,
E. coli-expressed septins (23, 62, 69, 75, 76), the GTP-binding
activity of E. coli-expressed Cdc3p and Cdc11p may have sim-
FIG. 5. In vivo competition assay of nucleotide-binding mutant septins
for neck localization. (A) Strains YEF473 (CDC11/CDC11), M-2630
(cdc11G32E-3HA/cdc11G32E), M-2634 (cdc11G32E-3HA/CDC11), and M-2633
(CDC11-3HA/CDC11) were grown to mid-log phase in YM-P medium at
23°C and processed for immunofluorescence with anti-HA and anti-Cdc11p
antibodies before, or after, a 2-h shift to 37°C. More than 200 budded cells
were counted for each sample. Asterisks indicate that means of the 37°C
sample were significantly different from the mean of the corresponding 23°C
sample (two-tailed Student’s t test; P  0.005). (B) YEF473A carrying low-
copy-number plasmids expressing the indicated YFP-tagged septin was
grown to mid-log phase in selective medium at 23° or 27°C, as indicated. Cells
with medium buds were observed by fluorescence microscopy, and the YFP
signal from the necks of over 200 cells was quantitated for each strain, as
described in Materials and Methods. Bars indicate standard errors. Asterisks
indicate means significantly different from the mean of the strain expressing
the corresponding wild-type septin (two-tailed Student’s t test; P  0.005).
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ply been below the detection limit of the assays used by Versele
and Thorner (75).
Nucleotide binding has a conserved role in septin-septin
interactions and complex formation. Several possible func-
tions for septin nucleotide binding have been proposed (re-
viewed in references 20, 28, and 55). First, nucleotide binding
may be important in septin-septin interactions and complex
formation. Second, it may be specifically involved in the as-
sembly of filaments from septin complexes, as suggested by the
finding that P-loop mutant Cdc10p and Cdc12p proteins
formed apparently normal complexes but were unable to form
filaments in vitro (75). Finally, nucleotide binding, or the status
of the bound nucleotide, may be involved in septins interacting
with, or regulating the activity of, septin-associated proteins.
To investigate the function of septin nucleotide binding, we
assessed the effects of P-loop, G3, and G4 motif mutations on
septin function.
We found that cdc3, cdc10, cdc11, and cdc12 P-loop mutant
strains and a cdc11 G4 motif mutant strain were temperature
sensitive for cell viability, morphogenesis, and division and that
there was an excellent correlation between the defects in nu-
cleotide binding and septin function. Temperature-sensitive
defects in septin function were noted previously for cdc10 and
cdc12 P-loop mutant strains (75). Although single mutant
strains displayed no phenotypes at 23°C, double mutant ge-
netic analyses indicated that P-loop and G4 motif mutant sep-
tins are compromised for function at this temperature. These
results indicate nucleotide binding is important for septin func-
tion at all temperatures and that the temperature sensitivity of
the mutant strains is due, at least in part, to temperature-
sensitive redundancy of function for septin GTP binding.
We found that mutations in the septin P-loop or G4 motif
mutations reduced or eliminated septin-septin interactions in
two-hybrid and in vitro binding assays while mutations in the
G3 motif or mutations that reduced GTP hydrolysis had no
effect. Coimmunoprecipitation and competition assays for
neck localization confirmed that P-loop and G4 motif muta-
tions reduced septin-septin interactions at 23°C in vivo and
strongly reduced, or eliminated, interactions at 37°C. The ex-
tent of the defects in interaction paralleled the extent of the
defects in GTP binding and viability. Together, these results
indicate that the primary role of nucleotide binding is in septin-
septin interactions and formation of the hetero-oligomeric
complex, and the findings are most consistent with nucleotide
binding having a structural role. Our data do not support the
conclusion of a previous study that nucleotide binding is not
TABLE 5. Function of wild-type and mutant septins in septin-dependent eventsa
Relevant genotype
Bud site
selectionb Chitin
depositionc
Shmoo Cell
separation/
cytokinesisf
Cell
morphologyg Diploid strain Haploid strain
Axial Bipolar Formationd Localizatione
rsr1 4 3 ND ND ND ND ND LSY388 LSY365
bud9 ND 6 ND ND ND ND ND HH615
CDC3 97 ND 96 92 93 96 97 M-2922
cdc3G129V 98 ND 97 94 91 95 97 M-2923
cdc3K132T 97 ND 97 98 94 94 96 M-2924
cdc3K132E 97 ND 94 93 89 94 98 M-2925
cdc3T133N 99 ND 95 91 91 96 98 M-2926
cdc3G129V, K132E, T133N 95 90 94 90 87 91 93 M-3474 M-2927
cdc10h ND ND ND ND ND 73 57 M-2894
CDC10 98 ND 91 94 94 98 98 M-2855
cdc10G42V 96 ND 89 95 92 97 96 M-2856
cdc10K45T 98 ND 93 91 94 97 97 M-2857
cdc11h ND ND ND ND ND 5 2 M-2897
CDC11 94 91 99 88 94 99 99 M-2334 M-2437
cdc11G29D 98 ND 95 95 97 99 98 M-2859
cdc11G32E 95 92 98 ND 88 98 98 M-2344 M-2452
cdc11G32V 98 87 99 90 80 98 94 M-2325 M-2440
cdc11R35T 98 90 99 89 94 99 98 M-2313 M-2443
cdc11R35E 98 84 98 90 93 99 99 M-2301 M-2446
cdc11S36N 99 91 99 96 90 99 96 M-2307 M-2449
cdc11G32V, R35E, S36N 99 91 97 93 98 99 95 M-3473 M-2860
cdc11D89A, G92A 99 93 98 92 98 97 99 M-3186 M-3277
cdc11K172A, D174A 97 ND 97 90 75 91 91 M-3280
CDC12 93 ND 94 95 91 96 97 M-2863
cdc12G44V 95 ND 95 94 95 96 94 M-2864
cdc12K47T 94 ND 95 91 91 98 95 M-2865
cdc12G44V, K47E, T48N 90 ND 90 95 77 91 83 M-2866
cdc12D98A, G101A 95 ND 95 86 92 96 92 M-2867
a All assays used the indicated haploid strains, except for analysis of bipolar budding, which used the indicated diploid strains. Strains were grown in selective medium
at 23°C. Shown is the percentage of cells with wild-type function or localization (n  200).
b Scoring of axial and bipolar budding is described in Materials and Methods.
c Chitin deposited asymmetrically to the mother-side of the neck of budded cells.
d Shmoos (mating projections) present after 4 h exposure to -factor.
e Septins and chitin localized to the base of the mating projection.
f Complete cytokinesis and cell separation, as determined by the percentage of cells with one or two cell bodies following 5 s of mild sonication.
g Cell morphology was scored as described elsewhere (56), with buds scored as elongated if the length of the bud was more than twice the width of the mother cell.
h Chitin is poorly localized in cdc10 (15) and cdc11 cells (unpublished observations), precluding accurate scoring of bud site selection.
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important for septin-septin interactions (75). Because of the
conservation of septin nucleotide binding and formation of
hetero-oligomeric complexes, it is likely that the role of nucle-
otide binding in septin complex formation is conserved.
Nucleotide binding does not appear essential for septin-
septin interactions under all conditions. Although nucleotide-
free, yeast septins purified after individual expression in E. coli
show specific interactions in in vitro binding assays (our un-
published results and references 74 and 75) and at 23°C all
mutant septins that we generated were able to at least par-
tially participate in septin complexes in vivo. However, as
wild-type septins do not appear to exist in a nucleotide-free
state in vivo, these interactions are unlikely to be of physi-
ological relevance.
We can provide several explanations for why a previous
study did not detect an effect of Cdc10p or Cdc12p P-loop
mutations on septin-septin interactions (75). First, although no
qualitative defects in complex formation were found by immu-
noprecipitation from a cdc12T48N mutant strain at 37°C, this
mutation has only modest affect on septin function, suggesting
it has modest defects in interaction that would only be detected
by quantitative analyses. (Septin-septin interactions in the
cdc10S46N cdc12T48N double mutant strain, which is inviable at
37°C, were not examined.) Second, although P-loop mutations
in E. coli-expressed Cdc10p or Cdc12p did not qualitatively
reduce septin-septin interactions in vitro, the ability of nucle-
otide-free septins to interact, combined with the high concen-
trations of septins used in these assays, may have masked any
defects in interaction. If the mutant septins were incorporated
into complexes at substoichiometric levels, as our data suggest,
the resulting partial complexes would lead to the observed
defects in filament assembly (19, 22, 74).
Another possible, nonexclusive role for septin nucleotide
binding is in providing spatial or temporal regulation to septins
binding to septin-associated proteins or regulating their activ-
ity (reviewed in references 28, 46, and 64). Studies of mam-
malian septins are consistent with such a role. The ARTS
septin promotes apoptosis by binding and inactivating XIAP,
an inhibitor of apoptosis, and mutation of the ARTS P-loop
prevents this interaction and its proapototic function (30).
Sept2 binds the GLAST astrocyte glutamate transporter and
Sept5 binds the syntaxin t-SNARE, and these interactions are
most robust with nucleotide-free or GDP-bound septins. Over-
expression of Sept2 or Sept5 P-loop mutants, but not of wild-
type septins, inhibits GLAST activity and secretion, respec-
tively (6, 50). However, that septin-nucleotide-binding status
affects septin function under physiological conditions has not
yet been demonstrated. In yeast, we found no defects in the
function of septin-associated proteins in septin nucleotide-
binding mutant strains with properly localized septins, provid-
ing no support for such a role of nucleotide binding in septin
function in yeast.
The role of complexes in septin localization. Using the nu-
cleotide-binding mutant strains, we investigated the role of
complexes in septin localization. We found that in the absence
of complete septin complexes, septins were unable to localize
to a region of the cortex in late G1. The only other mutants
described that share this phenotype are loss-of-function muta-
tions in cdc42, cdc24 (CDC24 encodes a GEF for Cdc42p) and
in haploid gic1 gic2 cells at restrictive temperature (40).
Recent work indicates that Cdc42p-GTP dependent localiza-
tion of septins to the cell cortex involves interactions of septins
with the Gic1p/Gic2p Cdc42p effector proteins and with com-
ponents of an uncharacterized, redundant pathway (40).
Borg3, an effector protein for the mammalian Cdc42p GTPase,
also binds preassembled complexes of Sept2/Sept6/Sept7 but
not septin monomers (69). Together, these results indicate
that Cdc42p-dependent factors interact with complete sep-
tin complexes but not with incomplete complexes or septin
monomers. An attractive feature of this model is that it
provides a mechanism of quality control, preventing the
cortical localization of partial septin complexes or mono-
mers that could have detrimental affects, perhaps by inhib-
iting filament assembly.
The next stages of septin localization are the formation of a
well-defined cortical ring with rapidly exchanging septin sub-
units and the maturation of this ring into a collar of filaments
with nondynamic subunits. In cdc3, cdc10, cdc11, and cdc12
nucleotide-binding mutant strains at semipermissive tempera-
tures, we found that septins formed both complete and partial
complexes and localized to the cortex in late G1 but were
unable to form a collar, instead localizing to the tips of the
emerging buds as seen previously with cdc10 and cdc12 P-loop
mutant strains (75). A similar pattern of septin localization to
bud tips in the absence of collar formation is observed in
strains with reduced GTP-hydrolysis by Cdc42p (11, 26) or at
30°C in strains lacking the Elm1p or Cla4p kinases, suggesting
a role for Cdc42p GTP hydrolysis and septin phosphorylation
in the release of septins from the cortical localization factors or
in the assembly of septin filaments (25, 26). We suggest that
the reduced amount of complete septin complexes in the mu-
tant strains at semipermissive temperatures is insufficient to
support filament assembly and that, in the absence of filament
assembly, the septins are unable to form the collar, instead
interacting with factors at the tip of the bud.
Organization of S. cerevisiae septin complexes. Recent stud-
ies suggest that septin complexes consist of a linear assembly of
two (Caenorhabditis elegans), three (mammalian), or four (S.
cerevisiae) septins. These complexes interact head-to-head,
forming nonpolar core complexes containing two of each sep-
tin, with filaments assembled by end-to-end association of core
complexes (42, 70). By a combination of two-hybrid and in
vitro binding assays and coimmunoprecipitations from mutant
strains, we find that Cdc11p and Cdc12p and that Cdc3p and
Cdc10p can form bimolecular complexes. Cdc3p can interact
with Cdc11p/Cdc12p in the absence of Cdc10p, and Cdc10p
cannot interact with Cdc11p/Cdc12p in the absence of Cdc3p.
These results are largely consistent with interactions of E.
coli-expressed septins (74) and indicate that the order of S.
cerevisiae septins in the linear complex is Cdc10p-Cdc3p-
Cdc12p-Cdc11p. A similar organization is consistent with in
vivo interaction results of the orthologous Schizosaccharomyces
pombe septins [Spn2p (Cdc10p)-Spn1(Cdc3p)-Spn4(Cdc12p)-
Spn3(Cdc11p)] (2). Our results do not allow us to determine if the
octomeric core complex is generated by head-to-head interactions
of Cdc11p (Cdc10p-Cdc3p-Cdc12p-Cdc11p/Cdc11p-Cdc12p-
Cdc3p-Cdc10p) or Cdc10p (Cdc11p-Cdc12p-Cdc3p-Cdc10p/
Cdc10p-Cdc3p-Cdc12p-Cdc11p).
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ADDENDUM IN PROOF
Bertin et al. recently presented evidence suggesting that the
yeast septin core complex consists of an octomer of Cdc11p-
Cdc12p-Cdc3p-Cdc10p/Cdc10p-Cdc3p-Cdc12p-Cdc11p (A.
Bertin, M. McMurray, P. Grob, S. Park, G. Garcia III, I.
Patanwala, H. Ng, T. Alber, J. Thorner, and E. Nogales, Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 105:8274–8279, 2008).
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